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 If you have been training for a while, then perhaps you'll be able to improve a little by reading and using this book. Book description This book is aimed at the beginner. Inside you will find many exercises which, with a little patience and determination, will help you get to grips with the Penguin English, 2e edition. Johannes Grønbæk English in the USA: The Penguin English, 2e edition Useful for
learning English in the USA by letting you make your own sentences and complete the exercises. Using the alphabet First of all, you need to be able to read and write the alphabet. Your alphabet letter order is in the same order as it is in your own language. In English the most important letters are the following: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z Reading Do not forget to have

the Oxford dictionary at hand. Let's start with the alphabet letters. We'll read them in turn. A - The A letter has an accent above it. The accent is a piece of type that has been shaped into a circle. Your eyes should look for the lines with an accent. The A letter has two lines with an accent. The accent of the first line is vertical and the second is horizontal. The accent is not visible in the letters of the
second line. B - The B letter is on the top of the A. It has a horizontal line. The letter B is in the same line as the A and is slanted. C - The C letter is the second letter on the top. The C letter looks like a backwards C. This letter has no line on top and no line underneath. D - The D letter is placed on the left hand side of the A letter. The D letter looks like an A letter with a small dot at the top. The dot is

the letter D. E - The E letter looks like a backwards E. The E letter is in the same line as the A. The E letter is slanted. F - The F letter looks like a backwards F. The F letter is in the same line as the A and the D letter. It is slanted. G - The G letter is in the same line as the D and the E letters. The G letter looks like a backwards G. 82157476af
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